1. Introduction. Let X[n] denote the (ju. -1)-connected covering of the space X. In [5] , Stong calculated H*(BO[n]; Z2) as an algebra. He also partially determined the operation of the Steenrod algebra «(2) on H*(BBO[n]; Z2). He used this result to show that certain manifolds are cobordic to zero. More recently, Gitler and Mahowald [l] and [2] have used Stong's calculations to help obtain results on geometric dimension and immersion of manifolds.
Stong's work leads us naturally to considering the highly connected coverings of other spaces involved in the Bott periodicity theorem. This amounts to calculating iP*(£2x(P0[/*]); Z2). Of course, it is necessary only to carry out the calculations for 0 ^X ^ 7 (mod 8).
Stong disposed of the case X = 0 (mod 8). In this paper, we shall treat the case X = 7 (mod 8 , and we are calculating the cohomology of the highly connected coverings of BBO. Second, we can recall that BBO = SU/SO as a "homogeneous" space. In this paper, we choose to employ the notation BBO because of its simplicity. However, the SU/SO point of view is also useful. For example, SU/SO is the fiber of the map BSO-^BSU corresponding to "complexification." Thus we have a fibration BBO-> BSO-> BSU.
We shall denote by H*(X) the Z2-cohomology of X; we shall use no other coefficient group. Let Qk = Sq2, Sq2, Sq3, or Sq6 depending on 
In §2 we prove this theorem, along with a similar result for H*(U[2j -l]). Singer already has the latter result [4] , but we need it in a slightly different form. We also write down an explicit calculation of H*(K(Gk, 8j+ife))/Ideal [a(2)Qkb8j+k] as a Z2-algebra. 2 . Details. By A, B, and C we shall mean the sets of elements of ffi (2) If rank(a) -j -3, let a-a. Define <$y_2=(2'-1-2, ay_3) and <$y_i = (2J -2, ay_2). Define & for rank (a) =j -2 orj-l by applying the same operations to &j-2 and aj_i that Stong applies to ay_2 and <x,-_i to get a.
If R is a ring and XCZR, then Ideal [X] is the left ideal generated by X. We frequently identify Sql with / and Sqn with ra to simplify notation. Thus, ft(2)/Ideal[l, 3] means d(2) modulo the left ideal generated by Sql and Sq3. Clearly if we replace the a such that,/' -13: rank(a) ^j -3 by a we still have a basisof (J(2)/Ideal [1, 3] . Warning: The & depend on which j we fixed in the beginning to define them. Properly they should always bear a subscript. Since we shall always clearly fix the value of j, however, this will be unnecessary. (1) -r-^r = P[76w+i 7 G C(8j + 1) .
ff*Q£(Z2,8j+3)) ^ H*jKjZ, 8j + 3)) g*(JJT(Z, 87 + 4))
All the above isomorphisms are simultaneously isomorphisms of Z2 algebras and (2(2) modules if we agree that on the right sides of (3) and (4) we have 5gI68j+3 = 68y+4 and Sg368j+6 = 68y+8.
We appeal to the following fibrations of Bott periodicity:
These fibrations have the following transgressions respectively: rbsj+i = Sq1bsj+i;Tbsj+i = Sqibsj+2;Tbsj+i = 0;Tbsi+b = 0. In all fibrations, r(<je2i) = (diY.
To prove the first parts of Theorems 1 and 3 we investigate the spectral sequence of the first fibration. Since t58j+i = Sqlbij+i, transgression "decreases excess by one" when applied to the £&8/+i-We deduce from Milnor 
